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When somebody should go to the books stores, search inauguration by shop, shelf by shelf, it is essentially problematic. This is why we provide the books compilations in this website. It will totally ease you to look guide late night scavenger hunt as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you essentially want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best area within net connections. If you ambition to download and install the late night scavenger hunt, it is entirely easy then,
before currently we extend the associate to buy and create bargains to download and install late night scavenger hunt suitably simple!
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Nocturnal Scavenger Hunt for Kids Nighttime Scavenger Hunt List. You'll probably need a flashlight for your search (and a jacket too if you're heading out... Books Idea for a Nocturnal Scavenger Hunt. If you'd like to pair the hunt with a great book, here are a few of our... After Dark Scavenger ...
After Dark Scavenger Hunt with FREE printable list ...
Nighttime Scavenger Hunt with Flashlight plus Free Printable Nighttime Scavenger Hunt. School has been back in session for about 3 weeks and my kids are still clearing out the... Flashlight Scavenger Hunt Sheets. I have created a pack of 5 different Flashlight Scavenger Hunt sheets. You can... ...
Nighttime Scavenger Hunt with Flashlight plus Free Printable
Late Night Scavenger Hunt List - mailsender.sigecloud.com.br Family Scavenger Hunt to Announce Baby #4 by Sean Feucht 2 years ago 1 minute, 1 second 3,073 views We took our kids on a , late night scavenger hunt , with cute little \", clues , \" around the property until they found the surprise
is a new BLINDFOLDED
[MOBI] Late Night Scavenger Hunt
Get Free Late Night Scavenger Hunt asking for items on their list (only one item per house). Divide into teams. Set a strict time limit and deduct 1 point for every minute a team is late. 100+ Scavenger Hunts with Fun Printable List Ideas In this scavenger hunt, your group searches for cards with
individual Page 10/28
Late Night Scavenger Hunt - bitofnews.com
Skype Scavenger Hunt with One Direction ¦ Late Night ... Directed by Robert Deubel. With Julia Montgomery, James Carroll, Suzanne Barnes, Rutanya Alda. At a remote Ohio college, a killer dressed in the school's bear mascot suit stalks several young women participating in an all-night scavenger
hunt. Girls Nite Out (1982) - IMDb
Late Night Scavenger Hunt - nsaidalliance.com
Get Free Late Night Scavenger Hunt ListScavenger Hunts Are A Thing Late Night Scavenger Hunt List - demo.enertiv.com late night scavenger hunt list, it ends going on brute one 17 sleepover games that are quick, easy, and cheap a scavenger hunt is a great game for a sleepover and you can
totally customize it for the age of the girls, whether it's indoor or Page 8/27
Late Night Scavenger Hunt List - orrisrestaurant.com
If you have a sleepover or any kind of party where you stay late organise an all night scavenger hunt! Before the guests arrive make up teams and make sure they are even. Set up a long list of certain things to find or do. Then go around your block and place the items.
Party Game: Late Night Scavenge from BestPartyGames.co.uk
Late Night Scavenger Hunt List Late Night Scavenger Hunt List Yeah, reviewing a books Late Night Scavenger Hunt List could go to your close friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, deed does not recommend that you have fantastic points.
[PDF] Late Night Scavenger Hunt List
Today is my post ‒ Date Night Scavenger Hunt. Having fun doesn
awesome like that. Now I m making your date night ...

t have to cost an arm and a leg ‒ usually the best fun is FREE.
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worked together to create this Scavenger Hunt list. Barry made it into a lovely prin

Frugal Date Night: Scavenger Hunt - Humorous Homemaking
File Type PDF Late Night Scavenger Hunt List Late Night Scavenger Hunt List There are plenty of genres available and you can search the website by keyword to find a particular book. Each book has a full description and a direct link to Amazon for the download. Virtual Scavenger Hunt Ideas for
Students How to Plan a Virtual Scavenger Hunt in 5 ...
Late Night Scavenger Hunt List - backpacker.com.br
Bookmark File PDF Late Night Scavenger Hunt List Toys!! Late Night Scavenger Hunt for Moose's Tip Top Toys!! by Family Fun Pack 1 year ago 7 minutes, 40 seconds 558,820 views The kids have a super fun sponsored , scavenger hunt , today! We got to go all around the yard late , at night , to
hunt for toys! The kids Adult Scavenger Hunts Are A Thing
Late Night Scavenger Hunt List - demo.enertiv.com
Technologies have established, and reading Late Night Scavenger Hunt List Best Printable 2020 books can be much extra convenient and easier. We have the ability to review Late Night Scavenger Hunt List Best Printable 2020 books on the mobile, etc. Late Night Scavenger Hunt List Best
Printable 2020, there are numerous Late Night Scavenger Hunt ...
Late Night Scavenger Hunt List Best Printable 2020
Late Night Laughs: The 5 Best Comedy Clips of the Week. This week in late-night television features stars yodeling and stars on scavenger hunts
Skype Scavenger Hunt with One Direction ¦ Late Night ...
Christmas Video Scavenger Hunt - Teams compete to capture a list of Christmas related scenarios on video, while enlisting the help of kind and willing strangers.; Crazy Christmas Scavenger Hunt - Have your guests spot for unusual Christmas items that you've set up around the room prior to their
arrival.; Christmas Treasure Hunt Ideas - Gift hunt riddles, secret Santa and food bank hunts, and more.
100+ Scavenger Hunts with Fun Printable List Ideas
This scavenger hunt is one that you and your spouse will complete as a team. First, sit down as a couple and brainstorm fun things you want to
go!

hunt

for on your date night. The idea is to choose things that are slightly obscure so they are more fun to find. Once you have a list, you

re ready to

Scavenger Hunt • DateNight.ly
The kids have a super fun sponsored scavenger hunt today! We got to go all around the yard late at night to hunt for toys! The kids found all kinds of super ...
Late Night Scavenger Hunt for Moose's Tip Top Toys!! - YouTube
Scavenger Hunt Date Night Activities The unique twist In this scavenger hunt date night is that you must complete the task or activity together as a couple before moving on to the next clue. Much more interactive and memorable! The beauty of the scavenger hunt date night is that you can
completely customize the activities that are included.
Scavenger Hunt Date Night- From The Dating Divas
Late Night Scavenger Hunt List Getting the books late night scavenger hunt list now is not type of challenging means. You could not lonely going following book buildup or library or borrowing from your contacts to log on them. This is an definitely easy means to specifically acquire guide by online. This online pronouncement late night ...
Late Night Scavenger Hunt List - relatorio2018.arapyau.org.br
Put your knowledge to the test with Mizzou After Dark Late Night Scavenger Hunt. Get a team together and get ready to race all over campus to win prizes. Friday, September 20, 2013 at 7:00pm to 11:00pm

Scavenger Hunt A novel By Robert Ferrigno Pantheon Copyright © 2003 Robert Ferrigno All right reserved. ISBN: 9780375421730 Chapter 1 Seven years later "God, I hate blondes," said Tamra Monelli. "What's the big whoop about pink nipples anyway?" "What's a blonde?" said Jimmy, standing
with his arms around the Monelli twins, Tonya and Tamra, as Rollo checked the viewfinder of the camera, making sure the hollywood sign was perfectly positioned behind them. Tonya giggled and pinched Jimmy's bare ass. "Last week we lost a part in a slasher film," complained Tamra. "Three
callbacks, and at the last minute the director decides that the high-school shower scene is a blondes-only zone, because, and I quote, 'Blood contrasts better against white skin, and besides, blondes look more innocent. That's why everyone wants to fuck them.' Innocent?" She cupped her breasts,
her nipples dark as anthracite. "Do these look guilty to you, Jimmy?" "Smile." Jimmy Gage showed his teeth to the camera, dropping his hands to discreetly hold down his erection as the twins pressed against him, warm and naked and perfect. Jane was going to flip when she found out about this.
Rollo hit the auto-timer and rushed back, making sure they were all in the frame. The rickety hollywood sign was behind them, paint peeling, covered in graffiti, the letters dangerously canted from the last earthquake. California Stonehenge. The timer clicked, the flash blazed, and a Polaroid slid
out. Item number six on the scavenger hunt list of seven: nude group photo at a recognizable L.A. landmark. "I still don't like this place, Jimmy." He glanced around at the debris that littered the ground, winced at an air-conditioner half-buried from the impact. "All kind of bad shit happens here."
"Bad shit happens everywhere." Jimmy checked the backdrop of dark sandstone bluffs above them; the hollywood sign was built near the top of a ridge, higher hills looming overhead. Dropping bowling balls off freeway overpasses was passé among young wannabees. Today's future lifer took
pride in hauling heavy objects up onto the bluffs and dropping them on the sight-seers below. A couple of months ago a tourist had been flattened by an empty fifty-gallon propane tank. Rollo scooted over to where the camera was perched on a broken Styrofoam cooler, a nervous, twenty-year-old
filmmaker with thick round glasses and a Trotsky goatee, wearing only a pair of two-tone bowling shoes. The Monelli twins stretched and preened in the warm night air, smooth and sleek as weimaraner puppies. Rollo watched the twins, fanning himself with the Polaroid to speed the development.
"Do you think I look okay, Jimmy? Physically, I mean." "You're a credit to the human genome." Jimmy slipped on black pants and steel-tipped welder's boots, a powder-blue ruffled tuxedo shirt completing the ensemble. He was tall and lanky, somewhere in his mid-thirties, with dark tangled hair
and an open smile. If you didn't know better, you'd think he was just another laid-back hipster-until you noticed his eyes, saw the edge there. A reporter for SLAP magazine, Jimmy was a troublemaker by trade and inclination, with fast hands and too much curiosity for his own good. Fight or flight,
it made no difference anymore. "Do I really look okay?" Rollo examined the Polaroid, then stepped into a pair of tie-dyed shorts, almost falling over as he hopped on one skinny leg. He reached for his Hawaiian silky, an original aloha shirt from the 1920s, museum quality, worth more than the VW
van he drove. "I mean, if you were a woman, would you find me sexually attractive?" "Sexually? So we're past 'physically' now?" "Yeah, it was sort of like a rolling stop. So would you? If you were a woman?" "I'm not really in touch with my feminine side." Rollo glanced at the twins cavorting among
the broken TVs and shattered microwave ovens. "I think I should start working out or something. Maybe get some B-twelve shots. Or human growth hormone. They say you can get cancer from that stuff, but it takes a long time. Five or ten years at least." "At least." Rollo glanced up at the bluffs.
"We should get out of here." The four of them had spent the last few hours driving around Los Angeles trying to fill the scavenger hunt list that Napitano had passed out at his party. Antonin "Nino" Napitano was the autocratic publisher of SLAP magazine, a smash-mouth monthly with a nocorrections, no-apologies editorial policy. Vanity Fair had perfected the art of the Hollywood air-kiss, fawning yet dignified, but SLAP's kisses drew blood, its eviscerating profiles and critiques sending the rich and famous scuttling for their spin doctors and libel attorneys. Invitations to Napitano's
lavish parties were sought after by bit actors and screenwriters with a P.O. box instead of an office, potential rock stars, and models-of-the-moment. Scavenger hunt winners had their faces splashed across the "Shock of the New" section of SLAP's next issue, a guarantee that their phone numbers
would be on speed-dials all over the city. For a month, anyway. Jimmy didn't need the ink-he was Napitano's favorite, the only writer who stood up to him-but Rollo and the Monelli twins could use all the help they could get. Rollo tugged at his goatee as he stared at Tamra posing inside the giant
letter O, back arched, her belly bronze in the moonlight. "Too bad Jane's not here, Jimmy. I'd like to scope out the goods." He saw Jimmy's expression and took a step back. "Jimmy's girlfriend was supposed to come to the party," he explained to the twins, "but she stiffed him when she heard I was
on the guest list. She's some hotshot detective with the Laguna PD; real pretty too, but she doesn't like me." "Jane got a call from the assistant DA. One of her cases is going south. That's why she had to back out of the party." "I'm glad she didn't come," flirted Tamra. "Out of sight, out of mind, that's
my motto." "Why doesn't Jane like me?" asked Rollo. "She says that every time you come by, she feels that she should count the silverware afterward." Jimmy grinned. "I convinced her to cut you some slack, but bringing the palm tree to her dinner party-that finished it." "You know what that tree
was worth?" sputtered Rollo. "Dwarf sago palms are protected, man. I could have sold it to a collector for a thousand bucks." "He dug it up from a botanical garden," Jimmy told the twins. "He arrived at Jane's door with this palm tree in a shopping cart. All these lawyers and cops standing around
drinking martinis, and here's Rollo pushing the cart into the living room, wheels squeaking, dirt falling all over the carpet." He shook his head. "I told you to bring flowers." "The greenhouse was locked," explained Rollo. "You told us you were a director." Tonya looked at her sister. "I am," said Rollo.
"He is," said Jimmy. Jimmy and Rollo were the only people in L.A. who were convinced. His oddball documentaries devoid of commercial potential, Rollo financed his films with assorted scams and hustles: counterfeiting Disneyland tickets, peddling hot electronic gear, hacking into databases to
improve credit histories. He was a gawky high-school dropout with an IQ over 140 and barely enough common sense to keep himself out of jail, and though he slept with a night-light on, he had risked his life for Jimmy and never mentioned it afterward. They were friends. Rollo bent down and
tossed Tonya her panties, the black silk rippling through the air like a fleeing octopus. "We should go. The last item on the list is the hardest." "Where we going to find an Oscar?" said Tamra. "A real Oscar," said Tonya, spinning her panties around one finger. "No best-costume or best-song crap."
"Major-category gold," finished Tamra. "That's what the rules said." Jimmy reached into his pocket and answered his phone. "How goes the hunt, dear boy?" cooed Napitano. "Did you get the rubbing?" Jimmy could hear music at Nino's end, and the tinkle of glassware. "Yeah, we got it." "Splendid.
Some of the other players had difficulties with that one. Legal difficulties." Napitano clucked his disapproval. "Most of the teams saw 'A tombstone rubbing from a silent film star' and headed directly to Forest Lawn, even though it's after hours. Arrests have been made, Jimmy, it's quite tragic." He
hummed softly. "I was wondering, though, how the police knew that there was going to be a mass scaling of the gates." "I have no idea." "Bravo. 'Admit nothing'-if that's not on your family crest, it should be." Napitano was chewing something. "Which star's tombstone did you visit?" "Rex the wonder
dog. The pet cemetery in Encino is unguarded." Napitano's laugh was a blubbery wheeze as Jimmy broke the connection. "Get dressed. We're being watched." Rollo craned his neck toward the bluffs. "Don't look," said Jimmy. "Just move." The Monelli twins shimmied into their matching black
dresses. Rollo squinted. "I don't see-" A portable TV crashed onto the ground about ten feet away, exploded in a spray of glass. He screamed, grabbed at his ankle. War whoops sounded overhead. "Head toward the van," Jimmy said quietly. A cinder block thudded into the weeds right beside him.
"Don't run." He watched Rollo race toward the van, arms folded over his head, the Monelli twins right behind him, wobbling on their high heels. Jimmy smiled and ambled up the path, hands in his pockets, waiting for a grand piano to land on his head. Rollo didn't even wait for Jimmy to close the
door to the VW van before peeling off. No one spoke for a long time. They were almost at the I-5 freeway before Tamra finally broke the silence. "So whose Oscar are we going to borrow?" Rollo veered into the carpool lane. "It's a surprise." "So is a cerebral hemorrhage," said Jimmy, suspicious
now. "Who are we going to see?" Rollo cleared his throat. "Garrett Walsh." "Motherfucker," said Jimmy. "I knew you weren't going to like it," said Rollo, accelerating. "Who's Garrett Walsh?" said Tonya. "He made that kinky movie from a long time ago. Firebug," said Tamra. "Firebug won two
Academy Awards," said Rollo, easing through late evening traffic. "It was his first movie, a cheapo thriller full of twists and reversals, with lousy distribution and no stars, but Mr. Walsh walked away with two Oscars, best director and best screenplay. Even Tarantino didn't pull off a double play his
first time out." A silver Lexus cut him off, and Rollo leaned on the horn. "And it wasn't that long ago. Nine years, big deal." "He murdered a teenage girl," said Jimmy. "Walsh was only released from prison a few months ago." "Heather Grimm," said Tamra. "Who?" said Rollo. "The girl he killed," said
Tamra. "Her name was Heather Grimm." "Seven years for murder-he should have gotten seventy," said Jimmy. "I remember now, we were in junior high when it happened," Tonya chirped to her twin. "There was a picture of her in Entertainment Weekly. She looked like a cheerleader." "Blonde, of
course," the twins said in unison, clasping pinkies. "Where else are we going to get an Academy Award, Jimmy?" said Rollo. "It's not like there's a black market in them." He considered it. "At least not for the major ones." "You sure you know where we're going?" Jimmy asked a half-hour later. Rollo
squinted through the cracked, dusty windshield. The VW's lights barely illuminated the winding, two-lane road as the van lurched its way up Orange Hill, second gear slipping. There was a restaurant on the peak, and houses strung along the ridges of the Anaheim foothills, million-dollar
crackerboxes with views of the ocean ten miles away. On a good day at least. Jimmy stuck his head out the window to get a better look. The air pollution cut off the stars, and it was the myriad glittering lights below that looked like the Milky Way, the rakish, cocked neon halo atop the A in the
angels stadium sign shining brighter than Polaris. It was as though the world had flipped over, and they were not moving higher but lower, into the darkness. "I ran into Mr. Walsh at the Strand's midnight movie a few weeks ago," Rollo said to the twins. "He was getting-" "What is this 'Mr. Walsh'
crap?" said Jimmy. "I was the only one who recognized him," continued Rollo. "He didn't want company, but I followed him to his car afterward anyway. It wouldn't start, which I thought was a good omen, because it was three a.m. and he didn't have money for a tow truck." "Walsh should have
called O.J. and asked him for a lift," said Jimmy. "Killers helping killers-it sounds like a bumper sticker." "How could he not have any money?" said Tamra. "Firebug did over seventy million domestic. That's a cost-return ratio of almost fifty to one. He's got to be sitting on a pile." Jimmy turned
around and stared at her. "What?" said Tamra. "I majored in business at community college." "Mr. Walsh was pretty nervous that night," said Rollo. "Pretty drunk too. He kept asking me to run red lights and dodge through alleys. I think he was scared we were being followed. Fans can be pretty
aggressive." The van lurched, and he fed it more gas, then suddenly veered off the main road and onto a barely visible gravel path, the wheels spitting up stones. "Mr. Walsh told me to stay on the paved road, then had me drop him off in front of this big house. He said it was his place, but I
watched him in my rearview as I pulled away and saw him pretending to unlock the gate." Rollo grinned. "He's a tricky guy. I guess you have to be when you're famous." The van hit a pothole, and Rollo's chin banged against the steering wheel, but he was so pleased with himself that he didn't seem
to notice. "So I started back down the hill, then cut my lights, parked on the shoulder, and waited. Sure enough, ten minutes later I see Mr. Walsh walking up this path. I tagged along on foot. He had to stop a couple of times to throw up, and I thought once he heard me, but now I know where he
lives. Smart, huh?" Continues... Excerpted from Scavenger Hunt by Robert Ferrigno Copyright © 2003 by Robert Ferrigno. Excerpted by permission. All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the publisher. Excerpts are provided
by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this web site.
The recipes in Southern Plate made my mouth water!...This wonderful cookbook made me feel like I was reading something of my own. ̶Paula Deen, author of Paula Deen s Savannah Style I ve been testing these recipes in my own kitchen and every single one turns out to be better than
anything my grandmother ever made. ̶Dorothea Benton Frank, author of Return to Sullivans Island and Lowcountry Summer Christy Jordan, the creator of SouthernPlate.com, serves up a collection of delicious recipes for classic comfort foods that makes everyone feel like family.
Featuring scrumptious dishes passed down for generations through Jordan s family, Southern Plate highlights the very best in southern cooking̶for fans of Paula Deen and Ree Drummond s The Pioneer Woman Cooks.
The entire senior class partakes in a scavenger hunt sponsored by a secret campus club, but student Carl Timmons's search becomes a nightmare trip into a world where the living and the dead are one.
You had better not monkey around when it comes to place value. The monkeys in this book can tell you why! As they bake the biggest banana cupcake ever, they need to get the amounts in the recipe correct. There
keeping the numbers straight. Using humorous art, easy-to-follow charts and clear explanations, this book presents the basic facts about place value while inserting some amusing monkey business.

s a big difference between 216 eggs and 621 eggs. Place value is the key to

It s the fall of 2010 at Jesuit-run Boston College, where senior Jack Knecht has just seen a ghostly figure in long antique robes slipping into Gasson Hall, the Gothic bell tower looming over the stately campus. Students and faculty alike, comfortably at home on The Heights, know the building is
locked for major renovations this semester. Why would a spirit in 18th-century dress be haunting contemporary college life? Jack wonders. Thus begins this driving mystery-adventure in which Jack and his girlfriend, Fran Romero, run from menacing ghosts, are attacked out of the blue by a fiery
dragon overhead and a raging bull underground, and have to face suspicious Jesuits threatening expulsion, all while keeping up with classes in this most sociable of schools. These are reasons enough to quickly decipher a tantalizing ancient map that convincingly points to the BC campus as the
secret site of the Holy Grail, lost for centuries now. Proceeding by their wits with crucial help from eccentric art history professor Melinda Galen, the fey ghost of the last Templar grand master Jacques de Molay, and an imaginative, close-knit circle of college friends, Fran and Jack embark on a
journey of discovery. The trail, however, is a twisted one, winding from the religious cult of Mithraism rooted in the ancient Syrian city of Dura-Europos through the medieval Templars down to modern-day Jesuits bearing a colorful history from Old World to New. Amid campus Quidditch games
and undergraduate parties, dance rehearsals, middle-of-the-night discussions about hooking up, and communal meals, the young students pool their various esoteric disciplines to pursue the mystery of the Grail s location. In the course of investigating the recondite riddles of the Mithraic cult,
Fran and Jack come to pursue a Grail for a new millennium and thereby seek to become initiates into the mysteries of love. But in our age of crisis, with the planet suffering while economies spin out of control, can Fran and Jack find a way through the phantasmagoric maze confronting them, to
find at last the Grail and arrive at a newly awakened consciousness? Grail Mysterium is a novel about love and its possibilities, about dating and relationships among the younger Linked Generation, and about the fundamental shift in human interconnectedness now underway in the 21st century.
This cross between "The Da Vinci Code" and "Harry Potter for adults" is the first in the Adventure on The Heights series by Thomas Kaplan-Maxfield.
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In a wondrous world of riddles and hidden treasure, bumbling Jack Hare is on a race against time to deliver a message of love from the Moon to the Sun. Far, far away in a world just like ours, a mother cheers her son Joe with the tale of Jack Hare's adventure. But when Jack's mission goes topsyturvy, Joe and his mum must come to the rescue, and the line between the two worlds becomes blurred forever. Bringing to life Kit Williams' iconic picture book, Masquerade stars a talking fish, a tone-deaf barbershop quartet, a gassy pig, a precious jewel and a few mere mortals. It's a magical
adventure that is, at its heart, about the love between a parent and a child.
"The Desert Sky Before Us is a marvel. A vital, profound story of the aftermath of loss, and of the terrors and illuminations of love." ̶R.O. Kwon, author of The Incendiaries From award-winning author Anne Valente comes this poignant and unforgettable literary novel of two estranged
sisters̶one, a former racecar driver and the other a recently-released prisoner̶who embark on a road trip together to complete the scavenger hunt their mother designed for them before her death. When Billie is released from a correctional facility in Decatur, her sister Rhiannon is there to
meet her, even though the two haven t seen each other in months. Painful secrets and numerous unspoken betrayals linger between them̶but most agonizing is the sudden passing of their mother, a renowned paleontologist. Rhiannon and Billie must overcome their differences as they set off
on a road trip west, following the breadcrumb-trail of their late mother s scavenger hunt, a sort of second funeral she planned in her final days. The sisters know the trail will end in Utah at the famous Cleveland-Lloyd Quarry, where their mother spent her career researching dinosaur fossils. But
the seemingly endless days on the road soon take their toll, forcing Rhiannon and Billie to confront their hostilities and revisit old memories̶both good and bad. As they travel across the heart of America, and as a series of plane crashes in the news make their journey all the more urgent, the two
sisters begin to rediscover each other and to uncover their late mother s veiled second life, taking them on an unexpected emotional journey inward̶and forcing them to come to terms with their own choices in life.
"[An] incredible series!"―Suspense Magazine From bestselling author Jess Lourey comes the latest bundle of three full-length, hilarious, comic caper mysteries that will leave you guessing―and laughing―until the very end! December Dread January Thaw February Fever Ride alongside fish-out-ofwater Mira James as she combines her unique detective style with humor and wit to solve a murder a month. Three engaging mysteries in one convenient bundle! Get all three bundles today: Mira James Summer Bundle (May, June, July, and August) Mira James Fall Bundle (September, October,
November) Mira James Winter Bundle (December, January, February) *Don't forget to check out March of Crimes and April Fools, the explosive series finales! PRAISE FOR THE INCLUDED MIRA JAMES MYSTERIES "The best outing yet for Mira."―Kirkus Reviews "Lourey, who keeps her secrets
well, delivers a breathtaking finale."―Publishers Weekly
★ "Lourey skillfully mixes humor and suspense."―Booklist (starred review) Mira James' hot and heavy relationship with Johnny Leeson is definitely warming up her winter. But when Johnny has to travel to Portland, Oregon, for a month-long internship, airplane-averse Mira lets Mrs. Berns talk
her into a visit. On the plus side, Mira can make the trip a tax write-off by attending the International Private Investigator Conference. On the down side, Mrs. Berns books them―much to Mira's dismay―on the Valentine Train, a place for singles to mix and mingle. After a few glasses of
champagne and Mrs. Berns' encouragement, Mira begins to relax and enjoy herself . . . until a fellow passenger is murdered and a snowstorm traps the train in the Rockies. If Mira can't track down the killer, she may end up derailed--permanently. February Fever is the tenth in an ongoing series
featuring Mira James, an urban woman with rural Minnesota roots. The books can be read in any order; each novel stands alone. Get all the Mira James mysteries today! May Day June Bug Knee High by the Fourth of July August Moon September Mourn October Fest November Hunt December
Dread January Thaw February Fever March of Crimes April Fools Or, if you love to sink into a captivating mystery marathon, check out the smart-priced bundles! Mira James Mysteries Summer Bundle, Books 1-4 (May, June, July, and August) Mira James Mysteries Fall Bundle, Books 5-7
(September, October, November) Mira James Mysteries Winter Bundle, Books 8-10 (December, January, February) PRAISE FOR FEBRUARY FEVER "[An] incredible series...."―Suspense Magazine "I can't wait to see what Mira does next."―Crimespree Magazine "The best outing yet for
Mira."―Kirkus Reviews
The Indignities of Coach Class, the Torments of Low Thread Count, the Never-Ending Quest for Artisanal Olive Oil, and Other First World Problems David Rakoff s collection of autobiographical essays, Fraud, established him as one of our funniest, most insightful writers. In Don t Get Too
Comfortable, Rakoff journeys into the land of plenty that is contemporary North America. Rarely have greed, vanity, selfishness, and vapidity been so mercilessly and wittily portrayed. Whether contrasting the elegance of one of the last flights of the supersonic Concorde with the good times and
chicken wings of Hooters Air, portraying the rarified universe of Paris fashion shows where an evening dress can cost as much as four years of college, or traveling to a private island off the coast of Belize to watch a soft-core Playboy TV shoot, where he is provided with his very own personal
manservant, David Rakoff takes us on a bitingly funny grand tour of our culture of excess, delving into the manic getting and spending that defines the North American way of life. Somewhere along the line, our healthy self-regard has exploded into obliterating narcissism, and Rakoff is there to
map that frontier. He sits through the grotesqueries of avant garde vaudeville in Times Square immediately following 9/11. Twenty days without food allows him to experience firsthand the wonders of detoxification, and the frozen world of cryonics, whose promise of eternal life is the
ultimate status symbol, leaves him very cold indeed (much to our good fortune). At once a Wildean satire of our ridiculous culture of overconsumption and a plea for a little human decency, Don t Get Too Comfortable is a bitingly funny grand tour of our special circle of gilded-age hell.
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